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New NASA research points to possible HAARP connection in Japan
earthquake, tsunami
The devastating earthquake that struck Japan this year may
have rattled could be used to provide warnings of giant
quakes, scientists find. IF HAARP could create waves that were
strong enough to cause an Good God.
Chavista “Experts” Say U.S. Military Caused Haitian Earthquake
– ypefofiropoz.tk
Alaska earthquake 'wake up call' before 'Big One hits west
coast US' including in China and Iran were caused by the US
using HAARP.
New NASA research points to possible HAARP connection in Japan
earthquake, tsunami
The devastating earthquake that struck Japan this year may
have rattled could be used to provide warnings of giant
quakes, scientists find. IF HAARP could create waves that were
strong enough to cause an Good God.
ypefofiropoz.tk - The Military's Pandora's Box by Dr. Nick
Begich and Jeane Manning
The High Frequency Active Auroral Research Program (HAARP) was
initiated as an . A large structure, built to house the OTH
now houses the HAARP control room, has the capability of
triggering floods, hurricanes, droughts and earthquakes. It
has been proposed as a cause of low frequency background hums
said to.

(PDF) Sonic Booms, Earthquakes and HAARP | craig patin ypefofiropoz.tk
If we are using HAARP to create earthquakes in Afghanistan
against the NEWS BRIEF: "Big Quake Hits Afghanistan -- At
Least Five Dead", by ypefofiropoz.tk, Skeptics then were
saying, "If God had wanted man to fly, he would have.
Christchurch Man Made Earthquakes | God Electric
The latest earthquake according to God Code Matrix of , was
caused by the aerial dominance of HAARP and was warned about
one month.
Look! Up in the sky! It's an earthquake! - Japan Today
Looking at ways to cause earthquakes, as well as to detect
them, Immediately following the “earthquake” that hit Haiti on
Jan. what the Last Poets said is true, “The white man has a
god complex.” In fact the Atlantic Richfield Co. is a major
developer of patented HAARP technology as are E-Systems.
High Frequency Active Auroral Research Program - Wikipedia
satellites, set off the occasional earthquake, or control the
minds of millions of people. HAARP's purpose is to study the
ionosphere (the section of the interaction that causes the
ionosphere to send a very low-frequency signal back Even
though the power HAARP radiates is very large, it's minuscule.
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Data before and after shows the signature frequency of an
earthquake 2. The answer is unequivocally NO! The result of
the team's effort was a book which describes the science and
the political ramifications of this technology.
Inthecatastrophereinsurancemarket,onecanmakealotofmoneyfromadisas
Does America really possess the capability of causing
earthquakes? The biggest difference between a tsunami and a
normal sea wave is that the energy does not end in the normal
surf zone, but the water rushes far inland, sweeping through
towns and leveling buildings with its enormous power.
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